The World is Not Enough!

SAS MAPS ONLINE has a wealth of useful datasets, updated maps, sample programs, relevant links, and helpful tips, as well as the current and archived SASHELP.ZIPCODE files. Examples shown on this panel use MAPS.WORLD, SASHELP.MAPFMTS and the WORLDCTS data sets, all available on SAS MAPS ONLINE.

Users are encouraged to explore the site on their own!

MAPS Online > Resources

The Resources section of SAS MAPS Online has sample programs, data, and tools so that you can "click and run" some great examples.

SASHELP.MAPFMTS

The overlay map example below is based on one of Robert Allison’s samples and employs GPLAY. It also utilizes a relatively obscure SAS-provided dataset, SASHELP.MAPFMTS, to produce current world country names matching the world map data set. This dataset can be downloaded from SAS MAPS ONLINE.

Programs to create the maps shown on this page are located in a zip file on the paper’s sascommunity.org page.
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